Prof. Wolfgang Schamel: Cholesterol Boosts the Memory of the Immune System, December 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Prasad Shastri: Some Large Molecules sneak across skin on their own, December 2012, [LINK](#)

SGBM and Bioss Member Wins Young Investigator Award 2012: Tobias Huber receives internationally renowned prize for nephrology, November 2012, [LINK](#)

Bio-Pro Baden-Württemberg: Prof. Carola Hunte found out that Membrane proteins in the mitochondria do more than just generate cellular energy, November 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Michael Reth has been awarded a 2.24 million Euro Advanced Grant from the European Research Council, November 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Dr. Oliver Einsle and Prof. Dr. Susana Andrade are “Tracing the Source of Salmonella Infection”, November 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Wilfried Weber: Cells learn how to “phone” - Communication via chemical signals, September 2012, [LINK](#)

Blood cancer cells initiate signalling cascade - Researchers in the group of Prof. Dr. Hassan Jumaa uncover how pathological cells activate themselves in Chronic Lymphocytic Leukaemia, August 2012, [LINK](#)

A Channel of Unexpected Significance - Scientists from the research groups of Prof. Dr. Susana Andrade and Prof. Dr. Oliver Einsle Sheds Light on Important Metabolite in Bacteria, August 2012, [LINK](#)

With broccoli against infections - ERC awards Freiburg scientist Andreas Diefenbach a1.5 million Euro “Starting Grant”, August 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Dr. Oliver Einsle: Prestigious Award for Freiburg Scientists, July 2012, [LINK](#)

SGBM student Stephanie Ganal and Prof. Andreas Diefenbach: Natural Intestinal Flora Strengthens Immune System, July 2012, [LINK](#)

Bio-Pro: Prof. Timmer - Together against liver failure, July 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Ad Aertsen: Scientists read out arm movements from brain’s surface - Method opens door for low-risk brain machine interfaces, June 2012, [LINK](#)

Prof. Wolfgang Driever: A Virtual Look at the Zebrafish Brain - Freiburg Researchers Develop Software for Automatic Comparison of Entire Brains, June 2012, [LINK](#)
**Prof. Ralf Reski**: EPO for the Brain - Engineered Moss produces human hormone without doping activity, June 2012, [LINK](#)

**Prof. Ralf Baumeister**: An Airbag for Perceiving Pain, April 2012, [LINK](#) (German version), [LINK](#) (English version)

Drugs that Prevent Liver Failure: Physicist Jens Timmer Aims to Develop Drugs that Protect the Organ as a Project Partner in a Consortium, April 2012, [LINK](#)

**Prof. Ralf Reski**: Moss detects Air Pollution - EU-Project develops peat moss as novel biological indicator, April 2012, [LINK](#)

**Prof. Wilfried Weber** to Participate in Upper Rhine Network for Synthetic Biology, March 2012, [LINK](#)


**Elina Kiss**: Finnish doctoral candidate to receive Barbara Hobom Prize 2011, February 2012, [LINK](#)

**Prof. Nikolaus Pfanner** Has Been Granted a Research Award and Fellowship by the Hector Foundation II, February 2012, [LINK](#)

**Elina Kiss**: Journal Science Signaling ranks publication among the "Signaling Breakthroughs of the Year 2011", January 2012, [LINK](#)